Exercise #3
Whatever happened to...

1. Find the citation number for the option that instructs you to “Abridge a statement of responsibility only if this can be done without loss of essential information.”

2. Find the URL for the Prerecording section under preferred title of work.

3. There is an option that tells you to prefer a title page, title sheet, or title card over a caption as a preferred source of information for a manifestation that is made up of pages, leaves, sheets or cards. Where is that instruction found? Describe it with a citation number, URL, or element page, section title, and option number (by counting).

4. What has replaced a core element? Find the page that describes what has replaced it. Describe it with a citation number, URL, or page title, section title, and option number (by counting).

5. Find a of a View in context or View as relationship example. Describe it with a citation number, URL, or page title.
ANSWERS

1. Citation Number: 00.14.22.81

2. URL: https://beta.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-f21836a5-7397-341a-bd4c-bd641e765511/f2201bd2-48e0-481d-9e6f-537a50ecff4

   Citation Number: 34.77.23.53

3. Citation Number: 09.53.46.48

   URL: https://beta.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-cfa18e03-17f2-378a-874c-86515bf7e0ac/div_jtz_5br_vfb

   Element page: Guidance>Data provenance> Recording a source of metadata that is a manifestation that is being described>1st condition/option presented

4. Citation Number: no citation available at top

   URL: https://beta.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-591ca278-2807-399b-9530-6b44171e6ccc

   Element Page: Guidance>Application profiles>1st paragraph

5. Search "View in context" or "View as relationship"

   EXAMPLE ANSWER for View as relationship:

   Citation Number: 87.46.00.69

   URL: https://beta.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-276fb3a2-ddef-30f8-8baf-a9c7fc279a77/section_d2l_rcy_mdb

   Element Page: Creator agent of work of